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CIRCULAR 
 

 
JGPOA/Circular – 4/ID’s(1)/09 Date: 04.04.2009 
 
 
Reg: Restriction of entry into Jade Garden without Identification / Authorization  
 

**** 
Dear Member / Plot Owner, 
The Managing Committee has been receiving complaints from the residents about the thefts 
and trespassers in the Jade Garden Layout. Security personnel have reported that it has been 
very difficult to restrict un-known/un-identified persons entering the Jade Garden. Many 
people whose identity and purpose cannot be established come to Jade Garden without 
authorization or identification. Some come to Jade Garden as visitors to the 
residents/houses, some as laborer/workmen of house under construction and some try to 
enter Jade Garden giving reasons like inspection of the plots/houses and some just to look 
around in Jade Garden etc. Also, real estate agents frequent with their clients in to the Jade 
Garden Premises taking the names of the plot owners to show the vacant plots which they 
claim to be for sale without proper authorization.  
In order to keep track of the identification of the persons residing/living in the layout and 
the movement of others in & out of ‘Jade Garden Layout’ the Managing Committee has 
decided to issue ID cards to all those concerned without which no person shall be allowed to 
enter inside or stay in the layout. Plot owners are hereby requested to furnish photos and 
detail of their caretakers to the Association office so that photo ID’s can be issued to them.  
It is quiet difficult for the security even to identify the plot owners as well and resident 
caretakers / watchmen who are replaced frequently by the owners. In order to restrict un-
solicited persons from entering the Jade Garden and to keep record of the movements of the 
plot owners/caretakers/visitors “in and out” of the Jade Garden and as a security measure 
following steps have been initiated.  
(1) ‘Movement Register’ is introduced at the entrances of the layout to record necessary 

details of the visitors who enter the Jade Garden Layout. Visitor shall enter his name, 
purpose and his telephone number and affix his signature in the register. The visitor 
shall follow this procedure every time he/she enters the Jade Garden irrespective of 
number of times he enters Jade Garden in a day. 

(2) Security shall issue a ‘Visitor’s Pass’ to the visitor. Visitor shall keep the ‘Visitor’s Pass’ 
in his possession until he leaves Jade Garden. He shall surrender the ‘Visitor’s Pass’ to 
the security before he leaves the Jade Garden premises. In the event the visitor  loses   
the visitors pass or fails to surrender the same to the security at the time of leaving the 
Jade premises Rs.200/- will be collected towards the lost/ unsurrendered visitors pass 
from the visitor. 



(3) Movement of all persons ‘in & out’ of Jade Garden in the register shall be recorded.  
(4) Photo ID’s are issued to the resident care takers, plot owners and the authorized staff.    
(5) Caretakers and Plot Owners are required to show their Photo ID cards issued by JGPOA 

to the security whenever they are entering Jade Garden layout (or re-entering the Jade 
Garden). 

(6) Plot Owners, Resident Caretakers and staff who show their photo ID card issued by Jade 
Garden to the security need not sign the register when they are entering the Jade 
Garden. However, the time of their entry & exit shall be recorded by the security. 

(7) Plot owners while entering the Jade premises & they are accompanied by their guests/ 
visitor the name/s & no. of visitors shall be entered in the movement register & obtain 
plot owners signature.   

(8) The security guard/s has been authorized not to permit entry into the Jade Garden if the 
Photo ID cards are not shown to them or if the security is not satisfied with the 
identification.  

(9) The Plot Owner/Caretaker has to show his ID card to the security guard/s when asked 
to identify at any time inside the Jade Garden Layout. 

(10) Entry of visitors of the caretakers into Jade Garden is restricted. Message will be 
delivered to the concerned caretakers or their family about their visitor. The caretaker 
or his family members have to come to the security post and meet their visitors.  

(11) Plot owners (registered owner) or his/her authorized representative (who is registered 
with the Association) must send a letter addressed to the Hon. Secretary of the 
Association requesting for issue of a temporary ‘Visitor’s Pass’ for his guests or to the 
person he is sending to Jade Garden to visit his vacant plot/house for entry in to the 
Jade Garden. In the absence of the proper authorization letter from the registered plot 
owner the security will not allow entry inside the Jade Garden to their visitors/ 
representatives. A telephone request by the plot owner will not be considered a valid/ 
authorize request for issue of the ‘Visitor Pass’.  

(12) In the event of a visitor likes to enter Jade Garden to see/ meet the resident plot owner 
without written authorization the security guard shall accompany the visitor to the 
residence of the plot owner. The security guard shall obtain signature from the plot 
owner on the prescribed authorization slip provided to the security. 

We request the plot/house owners of Jade Garden to co-operate and honor the 
rules/regulations in the common interest of all concerned.  
 
With Warm Regards, 
 
 M GURURAJ 
 Hon. SECRETARY 
 


